
MOTION Bathtub
Unique Relaxing Bathing Experience



MOTION Bathtub Options

Air-Jet Whirlpool System
Creates a pleasing effect 
on the skin, promoting a 
more relaxed tranquil 
bathing experience.

Disinfection System
Offers increased protection 
against cross infection with 
approved in-house 
cleaning fluids.

Automatic Tub Filling
Saves time for the 
caregiver by auto-filling the 
tub with warm water for 
immediate immersion.

Colour Light 
Therapy System
Transforms the bathing water 
into a vibrant colour 
spectrum creating a 
stimulating atmosphere.

Music Sound System
Underwater speakers 
generate gentle vibrations 
of music into the water aiding 
in relaxation.

Little Space Required
Saves up to 500 mm (19.7 in) 
in space compared to 
standard height 
adjustable tubs.

Elegant Design 
Supporting 
Mobility of 
Your Residents 
MOTION Bathtubs are appropriate for 
all stages of mobility and compatible 
with any appropriate stand aid or 
mobile floor lift. Ergonomic reclining 
design allows for a safe and 
comfortable transfer for your resident, 
the unique tub contour enables 
optimal sliding from any wheelchair 
while the rim and shaped seat provide 
zero obstructions for entry. The 
MOTION Bathtub features electronic 
height adjustment providing a low 
entry height for independent transfers 
from a wheelchair if needed.



Caregiver and Resident Benefits

Door latch with safety locking 
for maximum safety.

Extra large door opening 
facilitates the entry with mobile 
lifts as well as the self-entry.

Sufficient space for the upper body, 
especially for larger clients. Ergonomical 
seat and back shapes with hygienic 
opening for better cleaning access.

Clear view of the room and caregiver 
because of a no-barrier console.

A transfer with an active or passive lift is 
possible with the free standing 
carrier frame.

Motion E is operated with a Cable Remote 
Control. (Optional with the MOTION)

The low entry height of only 490 mm 
(19.3 in) enables an easy self-entry 
even from the wheelchair.

Generous foot zone with a pre-filling 
volume of 98 litres (25.8 gallons) and 
additionally chromed brass holding 
grips for safe hold during bathing.

MOTION is operated with a 
control panel keypad, with 
three temperature displays 
and activation for disinfection.



MOTION Bathtub
Specifications Part Numbers

Safe Working Load (SWL)

Max patient weight: 220 kg (485 lb)

Patient and water: 350 kg (772 lb)

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Tub length, entry position: 1760 mm (69.3 in)

Tub length, tilting position: 1907.8 mm (75.1 in)

Tub width, outside: 860 mm (33.9 in)

Lowest entry height: 490 mm (19.3 in)

Working height: 810 mm / 1010 mm (31.9 in / 39.8 in)

Capacity

Without patient: 270 kg (71.3 gal)

Lifting Range

200 mm (7.9 in)

Inclination Angle

23˚

Water Drainage

75 L / minute (19.8 gal / minute)

Filling

Volume, without client: appx. 270 L (71.3 gal)

Pre-filling volume, foot zone: 98 L (25.9 gal)

Filling time: 40 L / minute (15.75 gal / minute)

Power Supply

110V, 60 Hz

Product Weight Without Packaging

175 kg (386 lb)

For additional technical data, please refer to the user manual.
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Are you ready to provide 
your residents with a unique 
relaxing bathing experience?

Accessories / Options
Description MOTION E MOTION

Cable remote control inclusive 810150555

Automatic tub filling / water stop 810150561 810150560

Music sound system 810150572 810150572

Air-jet whirlpool system 810150571 810150570

Emergency function at power failure 810150587 810150587

Colour light therapy system 810150576 810150575

Disinfection system 810150580 810150585

Second holder for hand shower 910150586 910150586

Comfort neck pillow 810150565 810150565


